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Solutions that provide exceptional revenue and loyalty for customers 
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$  250
Million+ 

 revenue attributed
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 2
Million+ 

 unique customers
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 10
Million+ 

 Transactions completed
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 3
Million+ 

 Texts delivered per month





















 


















Solutions
 




























RewardsReal Rewards+ Memberships
 


Grow your business with Real Rewards+ Memberships Clubs  and keep your customers coming back. 











 In today’s competitive market, customer loyalty is the key to success. Stand out from the crowd and experience the benefits of long-lasting customer relationships, increased referrals, and a thriving business.
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TEXTTextExpress
 


TextExpress makes sending mass text offers and messages as simple as starting a one-on-one conversation. With TextExpress you can contact hundreds even thousands of people at once within minutes.











The easiest and most effective way to communicate with your audience about promotions, coupons, alerts, and daily specials is now in the palm of your hands… 
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SoftwareCustom Software Solutions
 


Transform Your Ideas into Reality






























Unlock the power of tailored solutions with our custom software development expertise. Backed by a seasoned team with a cumulative experience of over 35 years at industry giants like Fiserv (formerly First Data), Yahoo, and American Express, we specialize in crafting native iOS and Android apps, cutting-edge AI projects, Clover POS applications, and a wide spectrum of custom development solutions. Elevate your business with our team creating software that aligns perfectly with your unique requirements
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Router3i Tech Dual Failover Routers
 


3i Tech Dual-Failover Routers. A Cost-Effective, Flexible Network Solution.











Don’t let internet outages disrupt your operations and impact your bottom line. Introducing 3i Tech dual failover router, the solution that ensures uninterrupted internet connectivity even when your primary Internet Service Provider (ISP) is unavailable
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RewardsReal Rewards+ Memberships
 


Grow your business with Real Rewards+ Memberships Clubs  and keep your customers coming back. 











In today’s competitive market, customer loyalty is the key to success. Stand out from the crowd and experience the benefits of long-lasting customer relationships, increased referrals, and a thriving business.
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TEXTTextExpress
 


Instantly increase visits to your store during slow days using our state-of-the-art text messaging platform!











The easiest and most effective way to let your customers know about your promotions, coupons, and daily specials is now in the palm of your hands… 
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SoftwareCustom Software Development
 


Transform Your Ideas into Reality











Unlock the power of tailored solutions with our custom software development expertise. Backed by a seasoned team with a cumulative experience of over 35 years at industry giants like Fiserv (formerly First Data), Yahoo, and American Express, we specialize in crafting native iOS and Android apps, cutting-edge AI projects, Clover POS applications, and a wide spectrum of custom development solutions. Elevate your business with our team creating software that aligns perfectly with your unique requirements
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Router3i Tech Dual Failover Router
 


3i Tech Dual-Failover Routers Service. A Cost-Effective, Flexible Network Solution.











Don’t let internet outages disrupt your operations and impact your bottom line. Introducing 3i Tech dual failover routers, the solution that ensures uninterrupted internet connectivity even when your primary Internet Service Provider (ISP) is unavailable
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AIArtificial Intelligence
 


Using Artificial Intelligence in healthcare to get the focus back on patient care and minimize non-medical chores











Our AI-driven solution is designed to enhance medical coding processes, alleviating the burden of administrative tasks. By doing so, we help medical professionals reclaim valuable time, enabling them to prioritize patient care and well-being.
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Using Artificial Intelligence in healthcare to get the focus back on patient care and minimize non-medical chores











Our AI-driven solution is designed to enhance medical coding processes, alleviating the burden of administrative tasks. By doing so, we help medical professionals reclaim valuable time, enabling them to prioritize patient care and well-being.
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SecurityBusiness Solutions to Prevent Credit Card Number Theft
 


Your business needs to protect credit card numbers by using virtual card numbers.











Our system prevents merchants from receiving an actual credit card number whether onsite or online. Every transaction receives a new virtual credit card number from 3i Tech Works tied to the real credit card. Merchants receive authorization and settlement without your compay being exposed to credit card theft.
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ordersExpress Orders
 


The first natural language food ordering platform driven by Artificial Intelligence.











Our premier food ordering platform is programmed to use Natural Language orders in multiple languages trained for the food industry. To be released to the public in the second half of 2023.
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ORDERSExpress Orders
 


The first natural language food ordering platform driven by Artificial Intelligence.











Our premier food ordering platform is programmed to use Natural Language orders in multiple languages trained for the food industry. To be released to the public in the second half of 2023.
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What Our Customers Say
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Real Rewards is by far the best third party app I have worked with in Clover. They offer everything I wanted and more. More importantly is the customer service is second to none. Finally an loyalty program with all the bells.





Steve

Owner, The Cigar Box
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The support team has been incredibly helpful. They have shown a high level of professionalism and responsiveness. The app works great and it has proven to be reliable and user-friendly. I would recommend giving this app a try.





Henry

Henry, Coat of Bronze, California
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Real Rewards+ & Text Marketing:

The customers love getting their texts from the rewards program while they’re still in the store and return shopping for more items.. it’s a great program for our customers and our associates
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Peter Gates

Former President, Habitat for Humanity Palm Beach.
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Real Rewards+ Membership & Text Marketing:

Best app and rewards program there is. Super quick response times and awesome to work with!!
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Rob Geller

President, American Thrift - New York




























 























 SMS Marketing




Instantly increase visits to your store during slow days using our state-of-the-art text messaging platform!
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 State of the Art POS System




Your turn-key solution to lowered credit card processing fees and expedited workflows!
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 Voice Ordering




Yep, you read that right. Allow your customers to find your restaurant in the Express Orders Marketplace and make orders using only their voice!
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 Scale Customer Engagement




With TextExpress you can contact hundreds even thousands of people at once within minutes, while maintaining a 98% open rate!
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Meet Our Expert Team
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Joseph Riano

Founder, Director & CEO
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Erica Gasbarro

New Business Development
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Newil Guzman

Product Manager
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Kelen Rojas

Senior Software Engineer
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Gigi Curvelo

Quality Assurance
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Don G Kohl

Director Electronic Payments
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Henry Westendarp

Board Member
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David Lebold

VP of Business Development
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Ryan Teixera

Head of AI
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Dr. Rahul Paul

Medical Advisor Healthcare Solutions
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Hector Maya

Senior Mobile Developer
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Angel Moreno

Mobile & Web Developer










































 














Let's get to work!Talk to Our Team
 











Contact us




















Solutions

Membership Club – Give customers monthly or annual rewards and charge them automatically.
SMS –  Send text messages to your customers
Internet Fail Over Solutions – Fail over solutions to handle loss of internet connection

Express Orders – Order food and have it delivered


 
















Consulting
Custom Software Development
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Helping retail and service businesses grow their revenues worldwide. Put our team to work for you!
 


Our Solutions
	3i Tech Routers
	TextExpress
	Real Rewards+
	Express Orders


 


Contact Info
 	One Financial Plaza 100 SE 3rd Avenue, 10th floor Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
	+1 (561) 244-9490
	[email protected]


 Corporate
 	2255 Glades Road suite 324A Boca Raton, FL 33431
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